Security Panic Hardware
ASSURE panic hardware
Panic locks and latches - Push Bar

Application

Panic latch operator, supplied with
lockcase, strike and external blind rose.
Cylinder and other door furniture supplied
separately.

Light-action push plates which operate
mortice escape sash locks or nightlatches.
ASSURE offers very high security.Suitable for
public areas and places where a panic
situation could arise.

Clearly labelled at point of use.
Available in satin anodised aluminium finish.
Latch handing is reversible, but when
specifying the 1520 version the handing and
direction of door opening should be
specified.

Cylinders

ASSA 5-Pin

Microswitching available as an option.

ASSA Flexcore Plus
ASSA 4800
ASSA Twin Combi
ASSA dp4400
Scandinavian Oval or
Round

ASSA CLIQ

Can be incorporated into an ASSA master key system

ASSURE 1520 Bar
Panic lock with deadbolt, for single
doors.
Escape from inside is possible at all
times, even when the deadbolt has
been thrown. Door is secured by a
steel deadlocking latchbolt, with the
option of using a key externally to
throw a 25mm hardened steel
deadbolt for additional night-time
security. Suitable for door widths 925
- 1300 mm.

Product has been successfully type-tested for conformity to EN 1125.
Regular audit testing is undertaken.

Please note that when specifying split follower locks it is important to state the direction of
door opening as well as the handing.

ASSURE 8761 Bar
Panic latch, for single and double
doors.
Escape from inside is possible at all
times. Door is secured by a steel
deadlocking latchbolt. Suitable for
door widths 925 - 1300 mm.
ASSURE 8761D Bar - variant with
packing pieces behind push bar, for
use with ASSURE 200 two-point panic
bolt on double doors. Also requires
use of Modular rebate kit and 10 22
84 striking plate, supplied separately.

The global leader in door opening solutions

Product has been successfully type-tested for conformity to EN 1125.
Regular audit testing is undertaken.

Also available with the 8762 or 8759 lockcase in place of the 8761. See Lockcases section
for details.
Refs: 8762 Bar, 8759 Bar, 8762D Bar, 8759D Bar.
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